
TEAM 
EVENTS
on the SS Great Britain



 

C O R E  P U R P O S E  

" W E  P R O V I D E  F U N  A N D  

M E M O R A B L E  E X P E R I E N C E S  

T H A T  U N I F Y  P E O P L E "

 

ABOUT US
ACF Teambuilding and Events is one 

of the UK’s Leading event companies 

with over 20 years of experience 

running thousands of fantastic 

corporate events. As a growing 

company and a top provider of 

corporate events UK wide we are 

always evolving and coming up with 

new ideas. Part of our success is 

down to our core values and our core 

purpose, which define us in 

everything that we do. 

 

Committed, Fun, Enthusiastic, 

Creative, Engaging!

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following pages list some of the 

activities and events that ACF 

Teambuilding & Events Ltd can provide 

on The SS Great Britain. Whether you 

have a small group of 8 for a couple of 

hours or 100 people all day, we can put 

together a package to suit. All of our 

events are put together on a bespoke 

basis, and the activities on offer are 

not limited to what has been detailed 

in this brochure. Please call us to 

discuss ideas. 

 

 

 

SUMMARY



ENERGISERS

SAMBA DRUMMING

 

Powerful, loud, bringing everyone together. Our fun 

drumming coordinator will have everyone synchronising 

the beats in no time.

 

 

 

BOOMWHACKERS

 

Create your own colourful orchestra and transform your 

team with our fun and unique boomwhacker events. 

 

 

 

LAUGHTER WORKSHOP

 

Happy people = motivated people!

 

From ho ho ho's to hee hee hee's, your team will be 

surprised at how effective this team building session is, 

and is a perfect way to start off the day to energise and 

engage guests ready for the day ahead.

 

 



TREASURE HUNT

THE SS Great Britain Scavenger Hunt 

 

This is your chance to really explore the SS Great Britain. During 

this scavenger hunt you will answer a series of questions related 

to the ship itself, Brunel and Bristol, which will lead you to find 

various items during your visit. 

 

Follow the clues and complete the challenges along the way to 

become the winning crew!

 

 

 

 



TEAM CHALLENGES

THE CRATE ESCAPE

 

The group will be given simple instructions to find the 

secrets held within the crate...and then the clock begins! 

Multiple clues will need to be connected if the team are 

to succeed.

 

 

LOST 

 

Our facilitator sets the scene where by your team are the 

only survivors of a plane crash at sea. You and your team 

will need to discuss and plan the items needed to survive. 

This exercise always promotes lively conversation as 

delegates battle between personal feelings and the good 

of the group!

 

 

INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE

 

Steal the trade secrets of a major ship building 

competitor. There is a twenty second gap in the security 

guards rounds, which enables you to rush into the room 

and copy the prototype. 

 

 

 

 



TEAM CHALLENGES

TREBUCHETS

 

The Trebuchet Challenge requires teams to construct their war 

machine and land their missiles at various targets. Once the siege 

weapon is deemed fit for purpose the chosen missile must hit three 

targets including the castle wall.

 

 

SHIPWRECKED

 

The mission is to escape from a sinking vessel with the aid of 

floating icebergs, On the way you have the chance to collect 

survival items floating in the ocean. Will your crew cross in time and 

survive?

 

 

CANNON CHALLENGE

 

Two teams will compete to build, load, aim and fire our replica 

cannons, built from original moulds used on HMS Victory. Assigned 

by their team, the “Gun Captain” leads the crew. A hands on team 

building challenge perfect to test delegation, leadership, 

teamwork/roles, and time management. 

 

 



NAUTICAL TEAM 

ACTIVITIES

SHIPS RIGGING 

 

The aim of the task is for every member of the team to travel 

from one side of the rigging  to the other, through different 

holes, as quickly as possible. But beware of the restrictions – if 

any part of the body or clothes or hair touches the rope the 

whole team must start again!’ 

 

 

SEMAPHORES

 

Semaphores were adopted and widely used in the maritime 

world in the 19th century. It is still used during underway 

replenishment at sea and is acceptable for emergency 

communication in daylight. Try your hand at deciphering code 

to find out what the warning is?

 

 

PIPE CRISIS

 

Use communication, team work and problem solving skills  to 

plug the holes before the ship sinks! Can your team work 

efficiently under pressure and save the ship in time?

 

 

 

 

 



01934 862305

 

www.acfteambuilding.co.uk

 

info@acfteambuilding.co.uk

TALK TO US


